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South Delhiâ€™s markets have all the time been all the rage amongst consumers. The established
prime-retail regions in South Delhi consist of South Extension, Greater Kailash, as well as Lajpat
Nagar. With clustered mall development at Saket and Vasant Kunj in South Delhi, people have
more alternatives to prefer from for shopping, now.

When mall development started, it turned out to be a rage among people. Every person wished to
go to a mall. Though, they rarely shop there. For shopping requirements they are more at ease with
conventional market system.

Still, malls have a target audience who they cater to. The occupants of mall space get sound
footfalls and make earnings. Therefore, nearly all malls in South Delhi are completely busy

Nearly all malls create a center of attention for up to 15,000 people on weekdays and up to 40,000
on weekends.

Contributing several crores to the exchequer in the shape of sales, entertainment and additional
taxes, they give direct service to over 1,000 and several others indirectly.

Select CITYWALK is the best mall in Delhi, situated in the heart of South Delhi - Saket. It is a trendy
Shopping Centre merging in the contemporary, new shopping experience with the overwhelming
attraction of a laid back walk through the city square. Adding to the aesthetics of the extensive 1.3
million sq.

ft. Shopping Centre is the 90,000 sq. ft outside, scenic Plaza - enhanced with water bodies, plants &
beautiful lights, providing Visitors / customers a rich experience, a new built-up space for recreation
& amusement.

PVR Select Citywalk is pretty admired by customers who wish to take time out and relax after their
shopping spree. It provides good cinemas in Delhi. There is tele-booking and internet booking
facility, as well. You can park your car at the basement of the mall.

From toddlers to big kids, from young parents to grandparents, HANG OUT is the best Kids play
zone in New Delhi. It is the favorite joint for organizing Birthday parties in Saket.

Select citywalk also has some exclusive perfume shops in delhi.It is impossible to miss the Lush
store. It is situated on the first floor, thanks to the strong aroma coming out of the bright soap bars
and blocks on show indoors. The multicolored, bright colored beauty products entertain your eyes
and the scent appeal to your senses. The display shelves are tagged well and provide you
information on components and costs, as well.
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Robert Duce - About Author:

Robert Duce writes about a  best mall in Delhi , a Birthday parties in Saket and Kids play zone in
New Delhi. Select citywalk is one of the best place for a cinemas in Delhi. To know more log on to
http://www.selectcitywalk.com
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